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When Sophia returned to the game, the triple experience event had ended.

‘How about we play a PvP match? We haven’t played that in a while!’

‘Sophia, you have to join!’

Without replying, Sophia followed the group and entered the PvP match, where players
could duel with each other.

The group consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Winston, the Fletcher couple, Carmen’s parents, and
the single Linus—seven of them in total. However, they needed another player for the teams
to be equal. After entering the PvP match, they opened up invitations for one extra player
and a character dressed in a black dragon suit while holding a machete entered. His gaming
skills were fantastic too and his character name was Ranma.

Stanley had been playing this game for a decade, thus he was extremely active in the
gaming world. If there were any masters, he would be the first to know. Now that there was
an unfamiliar character named Ranma, he simply brushed it off, thinking he was just
someone that filled an empty spot. Stanley would just kill him off immediately.

As the game leader, Stanley assigned the teams.

“Sophie, Sean, Uncle Michael, and myself will be in the blue team. Meanwhile, Little Kitten,
Mr. Harry, and Linus will be in the red team with Ranma. I’ll get rid of Ranma in a second.”

Stanley knew he was no match for Michael, so he got him on his team to save himself from
being killed. That would have been plain embarrassing.



With Michael here, Stanley could only try to save his remaining dignity instead of showing
off.

When the match began, they fought four against four. The player’s attacks were ineffective
to their own teammates and they could only fight the opposite team players.

As soon as the battle started, everyone had decided on their opponents.

At once, Scary Phoenix darted toward Linus. Despite looking unassuming, Linus was
actually the strongest opponent. The Swordsman Game had long been popular outside of
Cethos and it made an impact. Little did they know that Linus was a well-known player on
foreign servers.

Sean was battling with Harry, which meant Sophia had to take on Sarah.

Meanwhile, Stanley charged at Ranma with a sword.

When the match started, Sophia ran around trying to dodge Sarah’s attacks while sneaking
glances at Scary Phoenix and Linus’ battle. How cool they were!

In the game, Michael was the golden-armored God of War while Linus was the white-robed
swordsman. Both had their own merits and had different types of attacks. They exchanged
a few blows and it was dazzling to watch.

On the other hand, Harry and Sean were also equally matched. Truth was, it was difficult to
tell one apart from the other.

As for Sarah and Sophia, they were not as intense as the other pairs. One of them had only
just retrieved the game and had not been playing for years, while the other was never good
in the first place. They were rookies fighting each other, chasing one another around like
cats fighting.

It seemed everyone had found suitable opponents.

Meanwhile, Stanley raised his sword and charged lazily at Ranma, thinking he would be able
to kill him with two strikes. Little did he know…

“Ah!”



The scream came from the game and everyone was shocked to see that Snow Fox had
collapsed and died. He was killed with just two attacks and Ranma stood next to his corpse,
a long sword in hand.

Blood was dripping from the sword and the corpse looked like it was still warm.

However, the system showed that ‘Snow Fox’ was dead.

Everyone was stunned, including Stanley.

For crying out loud, he was a well-known e-sports expert, a ten-year veteran of the
Swordsman Game!

Yet, he was killed by a nobody with only two strikes! Two attacks and he was killed!

Sadly, he was already dead and it was impossible for him to fight back.

Exasperated, Stanley started to curse in the gaming group. ‘Everyone, stop what you’re
doing. Kill that Ranma and avenge me!’

All at once, everyone stopped fighting. Linus and Harry stepped back to watch the battle.
Meanwhile, Sean raised his sword and charged at Ranma with an ultimate attack to avenge
Stanley. He was extra careful as his opponent had killed Stanley with only two strikes. It was
either because Stanley did not take him seriously or he was indeed skilful. However, no one
would have expected…

“Ah!”

After three strikes, Dragon Belle Warrior was dead.

Upon seeing that, everyone was dumbfounded.

What a master!

There were only Sophia and Michael left in the blue team. Suddenly, Michael silently dashed
toward Ranma.



Sophia wanted to help but her skill sets were from three years ago and she could not keep
up with the current developments. Moreover, she was still weak in general; she could not
help even if she wanted to and could only watch as they fought.

And so, the Swordsman’s godly character went against a nobody.

This was a shocking battle that left everyone stunned behind their screens.

How powerful!

Time really made it inevitable to be replaced by younger and newer people. Who knew there
was such a master in the Swordsman Game?

Three years ago, Taylor Murray died and the Swordsman game no longer had Scary
Phoenix. Three years later, Scary Phoenix had reappeared in the game and as this was
announced through the server, everyone rushed to watch this PvP match.

In the match, Scary Phoenix was battling against someone named Ranma. The fight was
intense and fierce, which attracted many players to the scene.

The two fought mercilessly for thirty minutes before it was over.

A scream was heard and a player had died. The system prompted ‘Scary Phoenix killed’.

Upon seeing that, everyone could not believe their eyes.

Scary Phoenix had died…

Scary Phoenix, the godly and undefeated character, had actually died?

Where did Ranma come from?

Not long after, people were talking about this battle all over the world.

‘Oh my God! Scary Phoenix actually got killed!’

‘Since Taylor Murray died, his account was probably replaced by someone else! No wonder…’



‘But from what I saw, he was still powerful. The skills were fantastic, yet he still died. Who is
this Ranma? He can’t be just a nobody!’

…

Meanwhile, the gaming group chat was quiet; it was as if everyone was so shocked that
they forgot how to type and continue with the game.

In the game, all of the red team members were still alive while the blue team was left with
Sophia.

Without any other choice, Sophia charged with her sword, her palms sweaty from nerves.
She took on the Ranma that killed Scary Phoenix, drew her godly sword Turbo Tornado, and
swung. However, the opponent was able to block the attack.

Most probably due to his previous battle with Scary Phoenix, Ranma was left with half a life.
Not even a few moves later, he screamed and died.

At that moment, everyone was taken aback.

If they had seen correctly, Ranma did not resist at all when he fought Sophia. He even
removed his gear and replaced his weapon with a knife and swung randomly before giving
up.

The red team was left with three players, while Sophia was the only blue team player left. If
they killed her, Scary Phoenix would definitely avenge her. Thus, they could only stand and
wait for Sophia to kill them.

Meanwhile, Sophia did not understand why everyone did not make a move. Regardless, she
charged toward them and killed them all.

The first match was over and unanimously, everyone agreed to start the second match.

This time, they would absolutely not take it lightly again.

As soon as the second match started, the three masters on the blue team—Sean, Stanley,
and Michael—took their turns charging at Ranma.



The first one to charge was Stanley, who took a million precautions and carefully attacked
with his best shot. He was so nervous, it felt like he was playing in a world e-sports
competition.

Then…

One after another, three screams could be heard, signifying that three players were killed.


